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Ever considering its first flowering, jazz has had a robust impression on American poetry; this
scintillating anthology bargains a treasury of poems which are as various and as important
because the tune that encouraged them.From the Harlem Renaissance to the beat movement,
from the poets of the hot York institution to the modern poetry scene, the jazz aesthetic has
been a compelling literary force—one that Jazz Poems makes palpable. We pay attention it
within the poems of Langston Hughes, E. E. cummings, William Carlos Williams, Frank O’Hara,
and Gwendolyn Brooks, and in these of Yusef Komunyakaa, Charles Simic, Rita Dove, Ntozake
Shange, Mark Doty, William Matthews, and C. D. Wright. listed here are poems that pay tribute
to jazz’s nice voices, and poems that throb with the bright rhythm and effort of the jazz tradition,
ranging in tone from mournful elegy to sheer celebration.
favorites:"god pity me whom (god quite has)" - e.e. cummings"jazz fantasia" - carl
sandburg"trumpet player" - langston hughes"rose solitude" - jayne cortez"charlie parker birthday
celebration, tompkins sq. park" - catherine bowman
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